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Structural and electronic characterization of (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 has been performed as a func-
tion of pressure up to 12 GPa using conventional and designer diamond anvil cells. The com-
pound (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 behaves intermediate between its end members, displaying a suppres-
sion of magnetism and the onset of superconductivity. Like other members of the AEFe2As2 family,
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 undergoes a pressure-induced isostructural volume collapse, which we associate
with the development of As-As bonding across the mirror plane of the structure. This collapsed
tetragonal phase abruptly cuts off the magnetic state and supports superconductivity with a max-
imum Tc=22.2 K. The maximum Tc of the superconducting phase is not strongly correlated with
any structural parameter, but its proximity to the abrupt suppression of magnetism as well as the
volume collapse transition suggests that magnetic interactions and structural inhomogeneity may
play a role in its development.

PACS numbers: 74.62.Fj, 74.70.Xa, 75.50.Ee, 61.50.Ks

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first reports of superconductivity with a crit-
ical temperature Tc=26 K in fluorine-doped LaFeAsO,1

researchers have rapidly expanded the number of Fe-
based superconductors,2 raised the Tc to about 55
K,3 and identified five different, but related, crys-
tal structures in which these Fe-based superconductors
crystallize.4,5 Like the cuprate superconductors,6 the dif-
ferent Fe-based superconductors display many common
themes in both the electronic and structural properties:
the presence of corrugated Fe-pnictogen or Fe-chalcogen
layers within a tetragonal unit cell, and the occurrence
of antiferromagnetic order in the undoped or ambient-
pressure compounds.7 The ubiquity of these common el-
ements makes these systems fertile playgrounds to ex-
plore the interplay between magnetism, structure, and
superconductivity.

One of the archetypal Fe-based superconductor struc-
tures is the “122” structure: AEFe2X2 (ThCr2Si2-type),
with AE an alkaline earth element (Ca, Sr, Ba) an alkali
metal (K, Rb, Cs) or Eu and X a pnictogen element.4,5,7–9

Variants of the 122 structure have been widely studied
owing to the availability of a wide range of chemical
substitutions on different crystallographic sites (e.g., Co
for Fe, K for Ba, P for As, etc.) as well as their ten-
dency to form macroscopic, high-purity crystals. The
parent compounds within the 122 systems are paramag-
netic metals at room temperature, but at low tempera-
tures each member of the 122 family exhibits a concomi-
tant structural and magnetic transition. Despite their
different structural/magnetic transition temperatures—
spanning a range greater than 100 K—and chemical com-
positions, each of the 122 parent compounds displays the

same low-temperature structural and magnetic phases.
The tetragonal I4/mmm space group stable at room
temperature undergoes a distortion that leads to a low-
temperature orthorhombic (Fmmm space group) crystal
structure, where the basal plane of the orthorhombic
unit cell is rotated by 45◦ with respect to that of the
tetragonal unit cell.10,11 At ambient pressure or with-
out doping, spin-density-wave (SDW), antiferromagnetic
(AFM) order occurs simultaneous with the tetragonal-
orthorhombic structural transition. The AFM state is
characterized by a (101) wavevector (note: the magnetic
and orthorhombic unit cells are identical), yielding Fe
moments directed along the orthorhombic a-axis that are
antiferromagnetically arranged along a and c (between
Fe layers) and ferromagnetically coupled along b. In con-
trast to the wide range of AFM ordering temperatures
(TN ), the ordered moment within the 122 family varies
only slightly between 0.80 and 1.01 µB .12–14

With applied pressure or doping, both the structural
and AFM transitions are generally suppressed. In the
case of Co or K doping in BaFe2As2, the nominally con-
comitant structural and magnetic transitions separate
from one another, with the structural transition pre-
ceding the magnetic transition upon cooling.15–18 Near
the suppression of the AFM state, with either doping
or pressure, superconductivity arises with critical tem-
peratures ranging from roughly 9-47 K.19,20 A notable
exception to this general observation is the lack of su-
perconductivity in CaFe2As2 under highly hydrostatic
pressure conditions.21 In addition to superconductivity,
an isostructural volume collapse to a collapsed tetrago-
nal phase is seen as a function of pressure as well as for
a small minority of chemical substitutions.20,22–27 The
proximity of the superconducting state with both struc-
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tural and magnetic instabilities has prompted suggestions
that the maximum Tc in the 122 family of compounds
could be controlled by structural parameters, magnetic
interactions, or both.2,4,5,7,28 Each of these factors could
have ramifications on the pairing symmetry of the su-
perconducting state itself,29 and, as such, exploring the
relationships between superconductivity, magnetism, and
structural instabilities is an important component of un-
derstanding the unconventional, high-temperature super-
conductivity seen in the ferropnictide compounds.

In this article we report a pressure-dependent
structural and electrical transport study of
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2. The isoelectronic substitu-
tion of Sr for Ca in this pseudobinary alloy expands the
ambient-pressure lattice volume and increases TN with
respect to that of CaFe2As2. The effects of the larger
volume and the enhanced TN are to expand the phase
space occupied by the AFM state to higher temperatures
and higher pressures relative to that of pure CaFe2As2,
thus pushing the destruction of magnetism to higher
pressures and allowing for a larger region of study under
pressure.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystals of (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 were syn-
thesized with a flux-growth technique previously
described.39 The samples were verified with x-ray diffrac-
tion to crystallize in the I4/mmm ThCr2Si2-type crys-
tal structure with ambient-pressure lattice constants
a=3.907 Å and c=11.988 Å.

Pressure-dependent electrical transport measurements
were performed using two pressure cells: (i) an EasyLab
hydrostatic clamp cell employing n-pentane:isoamyl al-
cohol as a pressure-transmitting medium was used up to
1.1 GPa; and (ii) a designer diamond anvil cell (DAC)
loaded with quasihydrostatic solid steatite as a pressure-
transmitting medium was used for pressures above 1.76
GPa. The designer DAC was composed of a 300-µm
culet, 8-probe designer diamond anvil31–33 paired with a
matching standard diamond anvil. In order to facilitate
electrical contact with the sample, tungsten contact pads
were lithographically deposited onto the microprobes ex-
posed at the culet of the designer diamond anvil. A non-
magnetic MP35N gasket was pre-indented to a thickness
of 40 µm and a 130-µm hole was drilled in the center
of the indentation by means of an electric discharge ma-
chine (EDM). A small, thin crystallite (approximately 70
× 70 × x 20 µm) was placed on the culet of the designer
diamond anvil in contact with the tungsten contact pads.
The pressure was calibrated using the shift in the R1 flu-
orescence line of ruby.34,35Temperature-dependent mea-
surements were performed in a Quantum Design Physical
Properties Measurement System (PPMS). Electrical re-
sistance was measured using the AC Transport option for
the PPMS.

For x-ray diffraction measurements, the DAC was com-

posed of a pair of opposed diamond anvils with 700-
µm culets and a nickel gasket. The gasket was pre-
indented to a thickness of 65 µm and a 250-µm hole was
drilled in the center of the indentation with an EDM.
The (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 crystals were crushed in a mor-
tar and pestle and loaded into the sample space along
with a few small ruby chips for initial pressure calibra-
tion and fine Cu powder (3-6 µm, Alfa Aesar) for in situ
x-ray pressure calibration. A 4:1 methanol:ethanol mix-
ture served as the pressure-transmitting medium.

Room-temperature, angle-dispersive x-ray diffraction
(ADXD) experiments were performed at the HPCAT
beamline 16 BM-D of the Advanced Photon Source at
Argonne National Laboratory. A 5x10 µm, 29.2 keV
(λinc=0.4246 Å) incident x-ray beam, calibrated with
CeO2, was used. The diffracted x-rays were detected with
a Mar345 image plate; exposure times ranged from 300-
600 seconds. 2D diffraction patterns were collapsed to
1D intensity versus 2Θ plots using the program FIT2D.36

Pressure-dependent lattice parameters were extracted by
indexing the positions of the Bragg reflections using the
EXPGUI/GSAS package.37,38

III. RESULTS

A. Crystal structure

A typical, powder x-ray diffraction pattern for
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2, taken at a pressure of 1.98 GPa
in the DAC, is shown in Fig. 1. The Bragg reflections
corresponding to the tetragonal I4/mmm structure of
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 are indicated by the red tickmarks
below the data (thin, black crosses), for which the back-
ground has been subtracted.The green stars represent the
positions of the Bragg peaks of the Cu pressure marker.
The diffraction pattern is well described, as indicated by
the absence of additional peaks in the pattern, by includ-
ing only a combination of (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 and Cu.
The (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 specimen displays a preferred
orientation, with the crystallites of the powder tending
to form small platelets aligned with the c-axis parallel to
surface of the culet of the diamond anvil (i.e., parallel
to the incident x-ray beam). This preferred orientation
results in a relative decrease in the intensity of the (00l)
reflections and an increase in the intensity of the (hk0) re-
flections. Nonetheless, a full refinement (red line through
data) of the diffraction pattern results in a good fit to the
data, allowing for determination of the lattice parameters
as well as the z-coordinate of the As atoms.

The structural parameters extracted from refinements
of the x-ray diffraction data under pressure are shown in
Fig. 2 up to 12 GPa. With increasing pressure, the c-
axis of the tetragonal unit cell monotonically decreases,
but with a steeper slope between roughly 2 and 6 GPa.
The a-axis, on the other hand, increases with pressure
within the same 2-6 GPa range, followed by a more con-
ventional compression for pressures in excess of 6 GPa.
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FIG. 1: (color online) An example x-ray diffraction pattern
acquired at 1.98 GPa in a DAC. The refinement runs through
the data points as a red line, and the residual of the refine-
ment is shown below the pattern as a light blue line. Bragg re-
flections of the (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 sample are shown as red
tickmarks, while Bragg peaks from the Cu pressure marker
are indicated by the green stars.

The unit cell volume and the c/a ratio (Fig. 2b) naturally
reflect the pressure dependences of the lattice parame-
ters, with both quantities exhibiting an increased slope
centered around 4 GPa.

These pressure-dependent evolution of the structural
parameters shown in Fig. 2 indicate the presence of an
isostructural volume collapse, identical to that seen in
the other pure, alkaline-earth 122 compounds: CaFe2As2,
SrFe2As2, and BaFe2As2. The structural parameters all
exhibit inflection points near 4 GPa, providing a consis-
tent estimate for the volume-collapse transition pressure
(vertical, grey bar in Fig. 2) in (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2. The
unit cell volume of (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 (Fig. 2b) evolves
through the volume-collapse transition much smoother
than that of CaFe2As2, which exhibits a transition with
a width of only 0.3 GPa.22 However, the unit cell volumes
of SrFe2As2 and BaFe2As2 show relatively smooth tran-
sitions into the collapsed tetragonal phase.25,26 Whether
the transition width is controlled by pressure conditions
(note: only the experiments on SrFe2As2

25 were per-
formed under non-hydrostatic conditions) or some other
mechanism remains an open question. Above 4 GPa,
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 is in the collapsed tetragonal phase.
The z-coordinate of the As atoms, a free parameter
within the ThCr2Si2 structure, also exhibits an anomaly
near the volume-collapse transition as seen in the inset of
Fig. 2b. The z-coordinate increases slightly at low pres-
sures before exhibiting a significant increase near 4 GPa.
Above 4 GPa, the z-coordinate decreases before increas-
ing and recovering toward the general trend (dashed line)
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FIG. 2: (color online) Structural parameters extracted from
refinements of x-ray diffraction patterns under pressure: (a)
tetragonal lattice parameters c (red circles, left axis) and a
(blue squares, right axis), (b) unit cell volume (green dia-
monds, left axis) and c/a ratio (orange triangles, right axis).
The inset shows the refined z-coordinate of the As site as a
function of pressure. In all cases, lines are guides to the eye.

seen at low pressure, suggesting a correlation between the
As atoms and onset of the collapsed tetragonal phase.

B. Electrical transport

The electrical resistivity ρ as a function of tempera-
ture for selected pressures is presented in Fig. 3. The
electrical resistivity data have been normalized such that
the ambient pressure value of ρ(300 K) is equal to one.
In the ambient-pressure curve, the concomitant magnetic
and structural transition is evident as a pronounced jump
near 200 K. With applied pressure, ρ(300 K) decreases
and the magnetic/structural transition is smoothly sup-
pressed, disappearing between 1.10 and 1.76 GPa. While
the signature of the magnetic/structural transition is not
evident in ρ(T ) measurements for P≥1.76 GPa, the pres-
ence of a small volume fraction of magnetic order cannot
be excluded. There is no evidence suggesting a splitting
of the structural and magnetic transitions. Within the
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FIG. 3: (color online) Normalized electrical resistivity as a
function of temperature for selected pressures (denoted in
GPa unless otherwise specified). The magnetic/structural
transition and the onset of superconductivity are visible in
(a). The downward arrows (Tct) indicate inflection points in
the electrical resistivity curves (see text). The evolution of
the superconducting transition with pressure is highlighted in
(b).

magnetic state at 0.87 and 1.10 GPa, there is a rapid
reduction in resistivity just below 20 K; this behavior is
reminiscent of the strain-induced superconductivity ob-
served in pure SrFe2As2 crystals,39 although a full resis-
tive transition is lacking here within the magnetic state
of (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2.

At 1.76 GPa, the lowest measured pressure where
the signature of the magnetic/structural transition is no
longer visible, the electrical resistivity displays an inflec-
tion point (downward arrows in Fig. 3a) near 80 K and
full resistive superconducting transition at Tc=22.2 K.
Higher pressures reduce Tc, as clearly seen in Fig. 3b,
but substantially increase the temperature of the inflec-
tion point. Previous experiments on CaFe2As2 revealed
a similar occurrence and pressure-dependent behavior of
this inflection point.40

The features extracted from the pressure-dependent
electrical resistivity measurements are collected in the
phase diagram of Fig. 4. The closed, red squares repre-
sent the onset of magnetic order (TN ) and its associated
structural transition, while the closed, blue circles re-
veal the evolution of Tc with pressure. The open, blue
circles at 0.87 and 1.10 GPa indicate incomplete tran-
sitions possibly associated with strain-induced filamen-
tary superconductivity. The inflection point, seen for
P >1.76 GPa, is shown as open, green squares. The
pressure dependence of the inflection point in the electri-
cal resistivity intersects with the volume collapse transi-
tion pressure at room temperature (described in III A),
leading to the conclusion that the inflection point seen
in the temperature-dependent electrical resistivity signi-
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FIG. 4: (color online) Phase diagram of (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2
showing the suppression of magnetism (TN - red squares),
the development of superconductivity (Tc - blue circles), and
the progression of the volume collapse transition (Tct - green,
crossed squares) with pressure. The room-temperature value
of Tct is determined from x-ray diffraction data, all other data
points are from electrical transport measurements. The open,
blue circles at lower pressures represent incomplete supercon-
ducting transitions. Lines and shaded regions are guides to
the eye.

fies the onset of the collapsed tetragonal phase, a con-
clusion consistent with previous pressure-dependent and
Rh-substitution studies of CaFe2As2

21,27,40–42 We thus
denote this feature (i.e., the inflection point in the elec-
trical resistivity) as Tct. Complete resistive transitions
are only observed in the collapsed tetragonal phase.

IV. DISCUSSION

Given the strong link between the appearances of su-
perconductivity and the collapsed tetragonal phase in the
122 ferropnictide family of superconductors, it is natu-
rally important to explore what driving mechanisms or
correlations may be responsible for each phenomena.

A. Isostructural volume collapse

At room temperature, the isostructural volume col-
lapse in (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 occurs near 4 GPa (III A);
the volume collapse transition shifts to lower pressures
with reduced temperature (III B). The evolution of the
position of the As atoms within the unit cell (given by
the z-coordinate in Fig. 2) upon passing through the vol-
ume collapse transition suggests that the As atoms are
involved in this transition.

Figure 5 shows the interlayer As-As spacing across
the mirror plane of the unit cell, dAs−As, as a func-
tion of pressure at room temperature. From ambient
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FIG. 5: (color online) Pressure dependence of the As-As dis-
tance (dAs−As) across the mirror plane of the crystal structure
shown in the inset. Lines through the data are guides to the
eye.

pressure, the As-As spacing decreases continuously, and
nearly linearly, with applied pressure, reaching a value
of dAs−As=3.06 Å at 3.2 GPa. Between 3.2 and 3.8
GPa, dAs−As abruptly decreases to a value of 2.94 Å,
a 4% reduction occurring over 0.6 GPa. Further pressure
causes a continuous, monotonic decrease in dAs−As up
to the highest pressure measured. The onset of the col-
lapsed tetragonal phase in (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2, there-
fore, is signified by a collapse in the As-As separation
across the mirror plane of the unit cell. From Fig. 5, the
midpoint of this collapse occurs when dAs−As=3.0 Å.

The tendency for a collapse across the mirror plane
of the ThCr2Si2-type structure has been discussed pre-
viously. Hoffman and Zheng formulated this collapse for
BaMn2P2,43 but the effect can be generalized to other
compounds with this structure. For the purpose of dis-
cussion we refer to a general formula AB2X2. The ba-
sic description of the collapse put forth by Hoffman and
Zheng is predicated on the chemistry of the B2X−2

2 layer,
which yields a schematic density of states (Fig. 6a) with
X-X bonding and anti-bonding p-states separated by the
d-states arising from the B atom. As the atomic number
of B increases within a row of the Periodic Table, the
Fermi level shifts downward, leaving the anti-bonding p-
states of the density of states unfilled, resulting in the
development of an X-X bond across the mirror plane of
the structure. X-X bonding across the width of the unit
cell does not occur because that dimension is fixed by the
a lattice parameter, which is at least partly set by the size
of the A cation and typically larger than 3.5 Å.44 There is
thus a chemical route to describing the uncollapsed and
collapsed tetragonal phases of the ThCr2Si2-type struc-
ture, which sheds light on the mechanism under pressure.

Full electronic structure calculations by Hoffman and
Zheng indicate that for BaMn2P2 there is a maximum
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FIG. 6: (color online) (a) Schematic density of states of the
B2As−2

2 layers for a hypothetical AB2As2 compound. The
Fermi level lowers with increasing d-band occupancy, deplet-
ing the As-As anti-bonding states, creating an As-As mirror
plane bond, and collapsing the structure. (b) Schematic unit
cell energy (adapted from [43]) versus dAs−As for a hypothet-
ical AB2As2 specimen; pressure or d-electron element substi-
tution should push dAs−As leftward, providing a driving force
for the collapsed phase.

structural energy (Fig. 6b) when the P-P distance is
about 2.7 Å.43 In BaMn2P2, the P-P bond length is thus
shifted roughly 0.5 Å above the bare P-P bond length.45

If a similar value of the X-X bond-length shift occurs
in (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2, then the As-As bond length
would shift from the bare As-As bond length of 2.4 Å
to about 2.9 Å, in excellent agreement with the value
dAs−As=3.0 Å defining the volume collapse transition
pressure.

The onset of such As-As bonding would naturally be
directed along the c-axis of the unit cell (inset, Fig. 5),
and would tend to pull the previously weakly connected
FeAs cages toward one another, accounting for the con-
traction of the crystallographic c-axis upon entering the
collapsed tetragonal phase. By conservation, the increase
in bonding between mirror plane As atoms would likely
reduce the Fe-As bond strength, which would relax the
FeAs cages, alter the Fe-As bond angles, and increase the
a-axis of the unit cell as seen experimentally.

In addition to the structural consequences of the de-
velopment of this new As-As bond within the structure,
there are likely electronic structure effects. It is clear
that electronic structure can modify crystal structure in
this class compounds, but what is not clear, and what is
deserving of more attention, is how the pressure-induced
modification of the crystal structure may affect the elec-
tronic structure and the properties manifesting from it.
It is hard to imagine that the onset of the isostructural
volume collapse results in only a trivial modification to
the electronic structure. In fact, first-principles calcula-
tions for CaFe2As2 show that the strength of the Fe-As
bonds, the As-As mirror plane bonds, and the Fe spin-
state, and henceforth magnetism, are strongly coupled.28

Thus, the disappearance of magnetic order with the onset
of the collapsed tetragonal phase may be an unsurprising
consequence of the electronic structure mandated by the
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collapsed tetragonal phase.
The onset of As-As interlayer bonding, as indi-

cated by the contraction of dAs−As, is not unique to
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2. In fact, the other pure alkaline
earth 122 ferropnictide superconductors as well as some
of their rare-earth-doped counterparts20 display identical
behavior in dAs−As, albeit at different pressures. Figure 7
shows dAs−As as a function of pressure for members of
the (AE)Fe2As2 family. The horizontal line represents
the onset of As-As bonding at dAs−As=3.0 Å. Each com-
pound has been shown to undergo the volume collapse
transition, and, accordingly, each displays an abrupt con-
traction of the As-As separation. As the size of the al-
kaline earth element increases, the unit cell volume of
the crystal structure increases, and dAs−As increases. A
natural consequence of this unit cell volume expansion
is that a larger pressure is required to achieve sufficient
lattice compression to invoke As-As bonding across the
mirror plane of the unit cell, and the volume collapse
transition concordantly shifts to higher pressures with
increasing atomic radius of the alkaline earth element
(inset, Fig. 7).

B. As-Fe-As bond angles

Early studies of the iron-bearing oxypnictide supercon-
ductors noted an empirical correlation between the As-
Fe-As bond angles and the maximum observed Tc.

2,47

Within the corrugated FeAs layers of the crystal struc-
ture, there are two As-Fe-As bond angles: the two-fold or
intralayer angle, denoted as α; and the four-fold or inter-
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dependence of Tc on the same pressure axis; symbols identical
to Fig. 4. Lines are guides to the eye.

layer angle, denoted as β (see the inset of Fig. 8).5 Due
to the crystal structure, these two bond angles move op-
positely (as α increases, β decreases), but if the As atoms
surrounding the Fe atoms are perfectly tetrahedrally co-
ordinated, then α=β=109.47◦. In reference [47], it was
found that as the As-Fe-As bond angles of LnFeAsO1−y

approached this ideal tetrahedral angle, Tc reached a
maximum value near 55 K. Since then, this general em-
pirical relationship has been noted in nearly all families
of ferropnictide superconductors.4,5 However, like many
“rules” in condensed-matter physics, there are excep-
tions, notably CsFe2As2 with a low Tc=2.6 K and As-
Fe-As bond angles of 109.58◦ and 109.38◦.8

Figure 8a displays the pressure dependence of the α
and β As-Fe-As bond angles at room temperature. At
ambient pressure, the corrugated FeAs layers exhibit co-
ordination close to the ideal tetrahedral configuration
(α=109.93◦, β=109.24◦). Applied pressure drives the
structure away from this ideal tetrahedral coordination,
and, above the volume collapse transition, the bond an-
gles settle into relatively pressure-independent values sig-
nificantly disparate from the ideal tetrahedral condition.

The evolution of Tc with pressure is reproduced in
Fig. 8b for comparison with the bond-angle evolution.
While Tc seems to be correlated with the bond angles,
with Tc decreasing as the bond angles deviate from that
of the ideal tetrahedron, it should be emphasized that
a one-to-one correspondence is likely too simple of an
explanation. The bond angle data in Fig. 8a was deter-
mined at room temperature, while the determination of
Tc is clearly at low temperature. From the phase dia-
gram in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the superconducting
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phase occurs within the collapsed tetragonal phase. If
the relatively constant bond angles seen in the collapsed
tetragonal phase at room temperature are representa-
tive of that phase even at low temperatures, then one
might expect that the maximum in Tc would occur with
bond angles α≈116◦ and β≈106◦, distinctly deviating
from the ideal tetrahedral angle. Unfortunately, no low-
temperature structural data were acquired in this study,
but low-temperature structural characterization of pure
and rare-earth doped CaFe2As2, which still exhibit su-
perconductivity, indicate that the bond angles tend away
from the ideal tetrahedral angle upon cooling.20,46 Fur-
thermore, the phase diagram of Fig. 4 reveals that the
superconducting state occurs in proximity to the destruc-
tion of magnetic order, its associated structural transi-
tion, and the occurrence of an isostructural volume col-
lapse, certainly suggesting that the appearance of super-
conductivity may be correlated with factors other than
structural parameters at room temperature.

C. Structural and electronic phase diagrams

The structural and electronic phase diagram of
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 interpolates very well with the
phase diagrams of its end member compounds as well
as the related BaFe2As2 compound. These phase dia-
gram are shown together in Fig. 9, highlighting the qual-
itative similarities within the AEFe2As2 system. Each
compound obeys some general behavioral rules. At
ambient-pressure, each compound undergoes a struc-
tural/magnetic transition (TN ) at sub-ambient temper-
atures. TN is suppressed with applied pressure and
abruptly disappears well above T = 0. Superconduc-
tivity develops around this discontinuous destruction of
magnetism and persists as a several-GPa-wide dome or
half-dome in P-T space with a maximum Tc occurring
close to the pressure at which TN abruptly vanishes.
Each compound exhibits a volume collapse at ambient
pressure, and the volume collapse transition Tct occurs
with positive slope in pressure (i.e., dTc/dP > 0) where
it has been measured.

In CaFe2As2 and (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2, measurements
of the Tct(P ) line strongly suggest that the volume col-
lapse itself is likely responsible for the abrupt destruction
of magnetic order. This further implies that magnetism
is limited to the orthorhombic phase, and that the col-
lapsed tetragonal phase does not support magnetic order.
While the destruction of magnetism may be linked to the
onset of the collapsed tetragonal phase, whether that de-
struction is driven by a reduction in the Fe moments,
an altering of some exchange coupling, or a more sub-
tle change in the electronic structure is an open question
likely requiring both theoretical and experimental input
to reach a conclusion.

Unlike the volume collapse transition, the facts about
the occurrence of superconductivity in the AEFe2As2
systems are less clear. With the use of more hy-

FIG. 9: (color online) Comparison of the temperature-
pressure phase diagrams for (AE)Fe2As2. Closed circles rep-
resent TN , open diamonds represent Tc, and crossed or diago-
nal boxes represent Tct. The volume collapse transition as de-
termined by electrical transport and x-ray diffraction are de-
noted by ET and XRD, respectively. Electrical transport data
for CaFe2As2, SrFe2As2, and BaFe2As2 are from [40,41,48];
structural data are from [22,25,26]. Lines and shaded regions
are guides to the eye.

drostatic pressure conditions, researchers have found
that the superconducting dome, as defined by com-
plete resistive transitions or susceptibility data, in
the parent compounds is generally excluded from the
magnetic, orthorhombic phase.30,48 The results on
(Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 are consistent with this finding even
with the less hydrostatic steatite pressure-transmitting
medium used in this study. However, it is imperative to
note that a study using He as the pressure-transmitting
medium revealed the absence of superconductivity in
both the orthorhombic (magnetic) and the collapsed
tetragonal phases of CaFe2As2.21 A simple, quantitative
shift in the pressure at which superconductivity appears
as a function of hydrostaticity would not be entirely sur-
prising, but the qualitative difference (i.e., a complete
lack of superconductivity) as a function of pressure me-
dia creates a conundrum regarding the appearance of su-
perconductivity in the AEFe2As2 systems.

While the generic phase diagrams of chemical sub-
stitution and doping look strikingly similar, there are
subtle differences that question the roles of structural
and magnetic instabilities and suggest that a one-to-
one correspondence between pressure and substitution
is too simple. Studies of electron- and hole-doped
BaFe2As2 have revealed a splitting of the nominally
coupled paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic and tetragonal-
orthorhombic phase transitions with increasing dopant
content.15–18 Superconductivity is seen to develop within
the antiferromagnetic, orthorhombic phase with both
Co and K substitution in BaFe2As2,15 but the opti-
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mal Tc is achieved within the paramagnetic, uncol-
lapsed tetragonal phase. Though superconductivity de-
velops within the antiferromagnetic state, the suppres-
sion of that state, at least to some degree, seems to
be a necessary ingredient for superconductivity. Un-
like doping of the BaFe2As2 end member, Rh-doping
into CaFe2As2 does not reveal a significant splitting
of the paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic and tetragonal-
orthorhombic phase transitions, but TN is nonetheless
suppressed with increasing doping.27 Superconductivity
is seen only in the paramagnetic, uncollapsed tetrag-
onal phase, and the onset of a doping-induced col-
lapsed tetragonal phase destroys superconductivity. Re-
cently, a doping study using rare earth (RE) elements
in Ca1−xRExFe2As2 has shown that the components of
electron doping and chemical pressure can be effectively
separated, and that each of these components plays a
different role in manifesting superconductivity.20 Within
the Ca1−xRExFe2As2 series, superconductivity occurs in
either the uncollapsed or collapsed tetragonal phases, but
not within the antiferromagnetic, orthorhombic phase.

Assimilating the doping- and pressure-dependent
phase diagrams of the 122 systems in order to better un-
derstand the nature of the high-temperature supercon-
ductivity seen therein is a challenging problem. Given
the overwhelming evidence that electron- or hole-doping
plays an important role in the development of supercon-
ductivity within the chemically substituted AEFe2As2
systems and given the occurrence of strain-induced super-
conductivity in SrFe2As2,39 it is tempting to posit that
the small superconducting dome seen under pressure may
be a product of some effective doping induced by non-
hydrostatic pressure conditions, possibly resulting not
only from the pressure-transmitting medium but from
the volume collapse transition itself. Alternatively, with-
out high-fidelity, low-temperature structural data under
pressure, it is difficult to exclude structural phase in-
homogeneity (e.g., coexistence of the collapsed and un-
collapsed tetragonal phases) as a possible cause of the
proximity of superconductivity to the observed struc-
tural instabilities. More work demarcating the Tct(P )
lines in SrFe2As2 and BaFe2As2 under pressure may help
to illuminate any possible connections between pressure-
induced superconductivity and the isostructural volume
collapse.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The compound (Ca0.67Sr0.33)Fe2As2 under pressure
behaves intermediate between its two end member par-

ent compounds. With applied pressure, the concomitant
structural/magnetic transition is suppressed with no ev-
idence favoring a splitting of the two nominally coupled
transitions. The AFM, orthorhombic phase is abruptly
cut off by an isostructural volume collapse resulting in
a collapsed tetragonal phase. The volume collapse tran-
sition is driven by the development of As-As bonding
across the mirror plane of the crystal structure, contract-
ing the c-axis of the unit cell and likely affecting the Fe-
As bonding and potentially the magnetic state of the Fe
atoms. The collapsed tetragonal phase supports super-
conductivity with a maximum Tc near 22 K. There is no
obvious structural parameter that defines the magnitude
of Tc, but the proximity of the superconducting phase to
the suppression of magnetism as well as the onset of the
collapsed tetragonal phase suggests that magnetic inter-
actions and/or structural inhomogeneity may both play
a role in the development of pressure-induced supercon-
ductivity in these systems.
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